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Abstract: We report on the interaction of small (<150 nm) extracellular vesicles (EVs) with silicon
surface. The study is conducted by leveraging Si nanomechanical microcantilever sensors actuated
in static and dynamic modes, that allow tracking of EV collective adsorption energy and adsorbed
mass. Upon incubation for 30 min at about 10 nM concentration, EVs isolated from human vascular
endothelial cell (HVEC) lines form a patchy layer that partially covers the Si total surface. Formation of
this layer releases a surface energy equal to (8 ± 1) mJ/m2, typical of weak electrostatic interactions.
These findings give a first insight into the EV-Si interface and proof the possibility to realize new
hybrid biointerphases that can be exploited as advanced models to investigate properties of biological
membranes and/or biosensing platforms that take advantage of biomolecules embedded/supported
in membranes.
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1. Introduction

Extracellular vesicles (EVs) are natural cell-derived nanoparticles containing bioactive proteins,
nucleic acids, and metabolites, which are newly recognized as universal agents of intercellular and
inter-organismal communication, in both normal and pathological processes [1–3]. This poses on
EVs great expectations as means for precision diagnostics [4] and therapeutics [5,6], now supported
by the first early phase [7] clinical-trials, encompassing oncology, immunology, tissue regeneration,
neurodegenerative disorders (e.g., Alzheimer’s disease), and infectious and parasitic diseases (e.g.,
diphtheria and malaria).

However, full understanding and control of the biology of EVs and the physical basis of their
interactions are still unmet needs that hamper EV manipulation (including chemical or biological
modification) and in turn effective translation to the clinic [8]. For instance, the colloidal and interfacial
properties of EVs have started to be tackled only very recently [9–11], and the mechanisms that govern
direct interaction of EVs with synthetic surfaces is mostly unexplored.

In this study, we present a first attempt to characterize the interaction of nanosized (also referred as
small [12]) EVs with Si surface by nanomechanical microcantilever (MC) biosensors [13]. The surface
was selected as it is the most representative inorganic solid surface among the ones employed in
biological applications, spanning from biosensors [14,15] to organoid-on-a-chip [16]. MC biosensors
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were chosen for their ability to probe mass adsorption and interaction energetics at the solid–liquid
interface of minute volumes of synthetic liposomes [17,18], comparable with standard EV formulations
obtained from biological fluids or cell culture media, which are typically 100 µL solution volumes at
few nM EV concentration (see for example [9]). Small EVs were isolated from an immortalized cell
line of human vascular endothelial cell (HVEC) that is routinely used as model of EV-secreting cells,
since it produces a good amount of highly pure exosomes compared to other cell types [19].

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

All reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA) unless otherwise specified.

2.2. Extracellular Vesicles Separation and Characterization

HVEC cells were grown in complete Roswell Park Memorial Institute (RPMI) 1640 medium,
supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 1% Penicillin/Streptomycin and 1% Glutamine, at 37 ◦C,
5% CO2, until 80% confluence was reached [19,20]. Complete medium was removed and cells were
rinsed thrice with sterile phosphate buffer saline (PBS). Ten mL of serum free RPMI 1640, supplemented
with 1% penicillin/streptomycin and 1% glutamine, was added to each plate. A serial centrifugation
protocol previously described [21] was used to isolate EVs produced by 2 × 107 cells from serum free
medium, after 24 h incubation. The quantity of isolated EVs obtained by serum-free culture medium
is greatly increased while retaining EV biophysical and size properties [22]. Before further analysis,
EV pellets were resuspended in 50 µL PBS 10 mM supplemented with 1:1000 protease inhibitor cocktail.
EV preparation purity was graded by a colorimetric nanoplasmonic (CONAN) assay [9], and related
UV–vis spectroscopy measurements performed by a EnSight multimode plate reader (Perkin Elmer,
Waltham, Massachusetts, United States. EV titration was performed as described in [23]; the calibration
line was built with POPC (1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine, Avanti Polar Lipids,
Alabaster, AL, USA) liposomes of about 60 nm size.

EV biochemical characterization was performed by western blot [24]. For the analysis sodium
dodecyl sulfate (SDS) sample buffer was added to isolated EVs and samples were boiled 5 min at 95 ◦C.
Samples were electrophoresed and analyzed with rabbit anti-GM130 (Rockville, MD, USA), mouse
anti-Alix (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Dallas, TX, USA), mouse anti-Hsp 70 (Enzo Life Science, Lausen,
Switzerland), mouse anti-CD63 (Merck-Millipore, Darmstadt, Germany), mouse anti-annexin-V (Santa
Cruz Biotechnology). HVEC lysate was used as a control (15 µg of proteins).

For atomic force microscope (AFM) imaging, EV samples were diluted 1:10 in Milli-Q water.
Measures of 7–10 µL were spotted on mica substrates—freshly cleaved with the help of adhesive tape
to produce clean, atomically flat surfaces (Grade V-1, thickness 0.15 mm, size 10 × 10 mm—and let
dry at room temperature [25]. Samples were then analyzed with a NaioAFM microscope (Nanosurf,
Liestal, Switzerland), equipped with MultiGD-G probes (BudgetSensors, Sofia, Bulgaria) and run in
dynamic mode. Scanning parameters were tuned according to instrument and probes’ manufacturers.
Images were processed using WSxM 5.0, a freeware scanning probe microscopy software [26].

For MC experiments, pellets were resuspended in 300 µL of PBS. The scheme of the experimental
process is sketched in Figure 1.

2.3. Microcantilever Experiments

The interaction of EVs and MCs was probed by the Cantisens Research platform (Concentris
GmbH, Basel, Switzerland), that allows simultaneous experiments in both static and dynamic
mode. The instrument is equipped with a microfluidic system to deliver the liquid and for all the
experiments the flux rate was set to 0.42 µL/s. The readout of the deflection of each individual MC is
performed simultaneously by multiple lasers focused to the end of the MC and the temperature of the
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measurement chamber was set at 25 ◦C. MC arrays architecture consists of eight Si MCs with the top
faces coated by a 20 nm Au thin film.
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For experiments in static mode, arrays of eight rectangular MCs of the same size were employed,
namely 500 µm long, 100 µm wide, and 1 µm thick (Concentris GmbH, Basel, Switzerland). Four of
them used as internal reference were passivated with polyethylene glycol, 3400 Da (PEG 3k) in a
capillary system for 3 h. The other four MCs were passivated with 6-mercapto1-hexanol in capillary
system for 3 h. MC deflection can be related to the change in surface stress by Stoney’s equation [27]

∆σ =
E t2 ∆z

4 l2(1− v)
(1)

where t is the thickness of the cantilever, l is the length, E is Young’s modulus (E = 169 GPa), and v the
Poisson’s ratio (0.25 for rectangular MC).

For experiments in dynamic mode, MCs were chosen with different lengths, and thus resonance
frequencies (Concentris GmbH), in order to minimize mechanical crosstalk. The resonance frequency
steps between MCs are 26 kHz on the first mode (according to Sader Inviscid Model [28]). MCs are
100 µm in width and 7 µm thick, the lengths are 212, 315, 249, and 500 nm repeated twice, and density
of 2330 kg/m3. The determination of the added mass is calculated according to [28]. The assumptions
consider the effect of the EV deposition purely mass-related and negligible the contribution in
the change of spring constant. This is a good approximation for the adsorption of a soft layer of
biomolecules onto the MC surface, as reported in [29,30]. Density and volume are considered constant
over the whole experiment and for all samples. For further details, please refer to [28,29]. Knowing the
resonance frequency before (fa) and after (fb) the adsorption of EVs, the adsorbed mass is calculated as

∆m = G2
pC2

nE
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1
f2
b
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)
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where Gp is an empirical coefficient that takes into account the differences between the experimental
and ideal mechanical behavior of a microcantilever (internal defects and geometrical differences
from the nominal values), Cn is equal to β2

n/2π
√

3, where βn are the solutions of the equation
cosβnl coshβnl + 1 = 0, and E is the young modulus of the microcantilever [31].

Before each experiment, MCs were immersed in acetone for 30 min and cleaned by UV/ozone
plasma (PSD-UVT, Novascan Technologies, Boone, IA, USA) for 30 min. In all the experiments,
the MCs were stabilized in PBS 10 mM for about 3 h before the injection of EV solution in PBS 10 mM.
After injection, the EV solution was allowed to flow in the measurement chamber for about 2 min and
then the flow stopped for about 30 min, in order to allow interaction equilibrium to be attained.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Extracellular Vesicles Characterization

EVs were purified from conditioned medium of HVEC cell line. Results for the characterization
of EV samples are shown in Figure 2. Purity of EV samples with respect to exogenous single and
aggregated protein contaminants and titration was determined by CONAN assay. The assay, based on
a 3 nM dispersion of 15 nm gold nanoparticles (AuNPs), grades the purity of the preparation by color
change. Change is visible by eye and can be quantified through the aggregation index (AI) which is
inversely proportional to the preparation purity. AI is defined as the ratio between the localized surface
plasmon resonance (LSPR) absorbance at 519 nm and 650 nm, and is determined by conventional
UV–vis spectrometry. The determined AI for the used preparation resulted below 25% of the AI of the
dispersed AuNPs (Figure 2A), corresponding to a contaminant content <10 ng/µL (according to the
calibration reported in Ref. [9]), that is a high purity preparation.

Figure 2B shows the western blot analysis of the EV samples. The conventional EV markers
Alix, HSP70, CD63, and annexin V were tested, and all of them were found to be expressed in the EV
population and in the parent cells. GM130 (a Golgi-related protein) was used as a negative control,
that is considered to be not expressed in EVs, and it confirms the absence of cell debris. Due to the
intrinsic problem related to the quantification of protein content in EVs, the western blot must be
interpreted in a qualitative way. The only purpose is to check the presence of typical EV markers in
the EV preparations and ensure their presence in the parent cells.

The morphological characterization of the EVs was carried out by means of AFM in dried
ambient conditions. A representative image is displayed in Figure 2C. The nanometer flatness of the
background confirms absence of exogenous contaminants [32]. Figure 2D reports the bar chart of EV
size distribution, showing EVs with a size ranging from 30 nm to 160 nm, with a peak at the size of
65–75 nm.

Figure 2E,F show the EV samples titration results, obtained conducting the experiments.
POPC liposomes are used as synthetic, convenient mimic of EVs to create the calibration line used for
EV titration. Figure 2E reports the UV–vis spectra of the POPC liposome standards used to create the
calibration line reported in Figure 2F. Each standard is prepared by adding a fixed amount of AuNPs to
liposome solutions at decreasing total titers. The redshift of the AuNP spectra is directly proportional to
liposome molar concentration. Therefore, the lower is the liposome molar concentration, the greater is
the redshift and the lower is the AI. The same applies to pure EV samples with unknown concentration.
The red dot represents the calibration intercepts of the EV preparations used for the experiments,
which resulted in a final molar concentration around 10 nM.

3.2. Interaction between Extracellular Vesicles and Microcantilevers

Microcantilevers are nanomechanical based sensors designed to measure surface stress changes
induced by biomolecular recognition and adsorption occurring on their surface (static mode) and/or
contemporarily measure the resonance frequency shifts due to the related mass change (dynamic
mode) [13]. These peculiar characteristic prompted successful application of MC sensors, and other
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tensiometric biosensors to label-free study of molecular collective surface nanomechanics [33–36],
opening new insights in surfaces confined molecular transformations and machines [32,37–40], up to
single cell investigation [41–43].

Figure 2. Characterization of extracellular vesicles (EVs) samples. (A) Aggregation index (AI) of
EV preparation. AI is inversely proportional to the preparation purity grade; (B) western blot of
EV samples and parent cells (H) with the EV markers Alix, CD63, HSP70, annexin V, and GM130
as negative control; (C) Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) image of EVs (scale bar = 200 nm) and
(D) EV size distribution. A total of 108 objects with a size between 30 nm and 160 nm were analyzed;
(E,F) Colorimetric nanoplasmonic (CONAN) analysis of molar concentration of EVs. Refer to the main
text for the details.

Experiments exploiting static deflection of MC beams are reported in literature to study the
chemi- or physisorption of synthetic lipid bilayer on a cantilever surface, on either gold (Au) or
silicon dioxide (SiO2) surfaces [17,18]. Moreover, measurements of the resonance frequency shift
induced upon phospholipid vesicle adsorption on oscillating cantilevers immersed in a liquid have
been described [30]. In the case of static deflection, the bending of the cantilever is caused by the
difference in the surface stress between the upper and lower surface. Usually, to reach this asymmetry,
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the cantilevers are Au coated on one side and show a Si surface on the opposite side. The two surfaces
allow selective use of either thiol chemistry to functionalize/passivate the Au side or silane chemistry
for the Si side [44]. Typical experiments exploit the well-known fact that liposomes readily adsorb
and fuse on glass or silicon dioxide, giving rise to extended, homogeneous lipid double layers [45,46].
The common functionalization choice is then to protect the Au side of cantilevers and drive the
vesicles fusion primarily on the SiO2 surface [18]. Stability of liposomes on Au surfaces is instead not
well understood: electrostatic (image-charge) attraction should provide strong adhesion leading to
vesicles rupture and bilayer formation, yet adsorbed lipids exhibit negligible lateral diffusion. It is
demonstrated that vesicles partially fuse, to some extent, on gold, but the resulting membrane lacks
long-range lateral mobility over the time scale of several hours [47,48].

In the first set of experiments, we addressed the interaction of the EVs with the Si surface.
We employed the array of eight replicate MCs. Four of them used as internal reference and therefore
with both faces passivated with PEG to prevent vesicles fusion [49] and protein adsorption [50].
The other four MCs instead had the Au surface passivated with 6-mercapto-1-hexanol, to drive and
limit EVs to interact with the Si surface (Figure 3A). The MCs mean differential deflection signal
between the four active MCs absolute deflection and the four reference MCs absolute deflection is
reported in Figure 3B together with the errors (as standard deviation of the mean) at selected points.

The first part of the signal is characterized by typical background noise deflection of few nm.
When the EV solution is injected into the measurement chamber, the equilibrium interaction between
the EVs and the MCs drives significant and chaotically oscillating deflections up to hundreds of nm.
This behavior characterizes the whole 30 min the MCs are incubated with the EV solution (stopped
flow), and is in agreement to what previously observed with liposomes [17]. When the flow is restarted
and the solution is replaced by the pure buffer, excess and weakly adsorbed EVs are washed away
and the MCs stabilize with an upward differential deflection of ∆z = (38 ± 5) nm, which probes the
formation of a stable EV layer. By substituting ∆z into Equation (1) we learn that the layer formation
involves a surface work that appears as a surface stress change of ∆σ = (8 ± 1) mJ/m2. This result
is about half the value reported in the literature for the surface stress measured for the formation of
supported lipid bilayer (SLB) on SiO2 surface from POPC liposomes [17,18]. This indicates that the
formed layer is not continuous and/or that the formation of the EV layer is less energetic. Very likely a
combination of both.
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Figure 3. Static microcantilever (MC) experiments. (A) Scheme of MCs and their deflection due to
the interaction between the EVs and their silicon bottom face; (B) MCs mean differential deflection
driven by the interaction of the EVs with the MCs. The error bars represent the standard deviation of
the mean.
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To explore the hypotheses formulated after the results of the first set of experiments, we exploited
the dynamic mode of MCs actuation, measuring the mass contribution of the EV layer during the EV
interaction with the MC surface.

For this set of experiments, we used bare MCs without any passivation, in order to maximize
the adsorbed EVs and obtain significant results with respect to the limit of detection (viz. the largest
frequency shift achievable).

Figure 4B shows the resonant frequency signal of a representative MC. After injection, the EV
solution was allowed to flow in the measurement chamber for about 2 min, corresponding to the
first peak in the frequency signal. Then the flow was stopped for about 30 min allowing equilibrium
interaction of the EVs with the MCs. During this period the frequency signal decreases due to the
increased adsorbed mass. After this period the flow was restarted, corresponding to the second peak
in the signal, until the buffer has completely removed the excess and weakly adsorbed EVs and the
signal reaches its final value. Three replicates of this experiment were performed with three different
MC arrays. The value of added mass was determined by Equation (2) yielding a mean value of
m = (110 ± 40) ng/cm2.
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Figure 4. Simultaneous MCs experiments in static and dynamic mode. (A) Scheme of the interaction
between MCs and EVs; (B) representative MC frequency signal due to the interaction of EVs and MC
surfaces; (C) absolute deflection signal of the MC of panel B.

The interpretation of this measured added mass can be assisted by calculating a theoretical value
of added mass. Let us consider a MC surface occupied by a continuous double layer of phospholipids,
with a single phospholipid head of 0.7 nm2, a mass of 1.26 × 10−24 kg and a packing factor onto the
surface between 0.5 and 1. The theoretical estimation of the value can range between 180 ng/cm2 and
360 ng/cm2.

This calculation underestimates the real value, due to the following assumptions: (a) it does not
take into account the contribution of the proteins that EVs harbor on the surface, and (b) it assumes
similar contribution in weight of the two faces of the MC, neglecting the possibility to have intact
vesicles on the Au surface that would pack in the same surface area, with a > 5 times higher mass.
Taking into account these considerations, we expected an experimental value higher than the theoretical
one, instead the result was slightly lower. This can be ascribed to the formation of non-continuous
layers of EVs on the surface, maybe both on the Au and Si faces, supporting the results indicated by
the first set of experiments.
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This conclusion is further supported by the final absolute deflections of the MCs actuated in
dynamic mode (Figure 4C). In this configuration, the system measures both the resonance frequency
shift induced upon EV adsorption on MCs and the bending of the MCs due to the surface stress change.
Our particular experimental conditions (without any passivation) allows a direct comparison between
the surface stress generated on the Au and Si surfaces.

In this configuration, the absolute deflection signal considered at equilibrium is ∆z = (−41 ± 6) nm.
Substitution of this value into Equation (1) indicates that the surface stress exerted by the EVs
adsorbed on the top Au face is higher than the one exerted by the EVs adsorbed onto the Si face
by ∆σ = (28 ± 4) mJ/m2. This result can be discussed by taking into account the results reported in
the literature about deflection signals upon injection of liposomes onto functionalized SiO2 and Au
surfaces [18]. As already discussed, Liu and co-workers demonstrated that upon incubation with POPC
liposomes, a SLB forms on the SiO2 surface, resulting in a positive deflection due to a compressive
stress of ∆σ = (17.0 ± 1.4) mJ/m2. Instead, they also showed that intact liposomes adsorb onto the Au
surface of the MC, exerting a compressive stress ∆σ = (98 ± 7) mJ/m2. That is, intact vesicles adsorb
on the Au surface and generate a surface stress about five times larger than the one generated by SLB
formation on the Si surface.

This new result suggests that EVs could partially fuse also on the Au surface, generating a lower
surface stress than in case of intact vesicles adsorbing on the surface, opening new possibilities for
biological applications of EVs in the field of biosensors and organoids on-a-chip.

4. Conclusions

Microcantilever sensors were used to study the interaction of small (<150 nm) EVs isolated from
HVEC cell lines. We found that upon incubation for 30 min at about 10 nM concentration this EV
population adsorb onto Si surface releasing a surface energy, in the form of exerted surface stress,
equal to (8 ± 1) mJ/m2. This energy, which falls in the range of weak electrostatic interactions,
has about half the value of the energy involved in the formation of SLBs from POPC liposomes,
suggesting the formation of an EVs layer, which however is discontinuous and/or involves less
energy. Formation of a patchy layer that partially covers the Si total surface is also supported by
the final measured absolute amount of adsorbed mass, which is lower than the minimum nominal
mass expected from the formation of a uniform SLB. Further studies varying EV concentrations and
using complementary techniques [51] to characterize the formation pathway and properties of these
EV layers and the conditions and possibility under which they may eventually take the form of a
continuous SLB are in progress.

While spreading of synthetic liposomes and proteoliposomes on flat surfaces to form SLBs is
extensively studied [52,53], the present work is among the first attempts to extend this research to EVs.
EV layers may be used as novel accurate models to investigate properties of biological membranes.
Finally, the reported findings also originally contribute to the effort to prepare biosensing platforms
that take advantage of biomolecules embedded/supported in membranes [54], circumventing complex
time-consuming procedures required to prepare artificial vesicles [55,56].
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